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Ten Commandments for

AVOIDING COUPLE BURNOUT
AYALA PINES
I. Couple burnout is caused by too great a discrepancy between unrealistic expectations
and the vicissitudes of life. Understanding this discrepancy will enable you to move from
blaming your partner to trying to change the situation that has caused your burnout.

II. The burnout of love is a gradual process. It is rarely sudden in onset. Instead, there is a
slow fading of intimacy and love. It is important to identify the onset of burnout before it
gets to the breaking point, when one or both partners say: “I can't take it anymore!”
III. Couple burnout is characterized by physical, emotional, and mental exhaustion. It is
important to identify these symptoms as couple burnout and treat them accordingly.
IV. Romantic love is not an eternal flame. If fuel is not added to it, sooner or later the
flame is going to burn out. When the spark has gone out completely, at times it is a signal
to leave a long-dead relationship. But when there is even a small ember burning, it can be
rekindled. It is important to remember that burnout can be a positive trigger for change.

V. Couple burnout is not inevitable. Some couples have a romantic, supportive, and exciting relationship even after many years together. These couples' relationships have
“roots” (you can be completely yourself knowing that you are accepted and loved) and
“wings” (you can reach your full potential with your partners' support).

VI. Couples with “roots” and “wings” tend to perceive the relationship positively, as a
whole, (rather than focusing on a particular annoyance or trait). When something upsetting happens, remind yourself of all the positive things in the relationship that you love
and in the partner who you love.

VII. Happy couples talk all the time about absolutely everything. Invest in both the quality
and quantity of communication with your partner.

VIII. Growth and variety are the antithesis of burnout. As long as couples keep growing
they will not burn out. Variety involves deliberately breaking out from accustomed patterns and behaviors, and can be accomplished in all spheres of a couple's life.

IX. If you want your partner to be loving, sexy, and exciting, treat your partner as loving,
sexy, and exciting. Being treated that way will help bring out and strengthen those traits
and behaviors in your partner.

X. The wisdom of our unconscious directs us to fall in love with the most appropriate person to work through our unresolved childhood issues. Therefore, the things that attracted
us most when we fell in love inevitably become the things most likely to cause our burnout. When something your partner does infuriates you, remember that it is the flip side of
this quality that made you fall in love.
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